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1. INTRODUCTION 
If D is a domain in the ~i--~s plane and u(x i , x2) is a function which belongs 
to Cl(D), then the area of the surface u = u(xi , x2) in xi - x2 - u space is 
given by 
If we consider the subset of Cl(D) which consists of all functions which are 
required to assume given values on the boundary of D as the boundary is 
approached from the interior, then the calculus of variations states that the 
surface of minimal area is given by the function which satisfies Euler’s 
nonlinear elliptic equation 
[1+(~)?1~-2g$-$$+[1 +g3]~=0. (1) 
It is known that if the boundary of D and the boundary data satisfy certain 
general regularity conditions (cf. [I]), a solution to the Dirichlet problem for 
(1) exists which is analytic in D. 
We consider here the case where D is a semiinfinite strip of width h with 
zero Dirichlet data on the long sides. Since the solution u(xi , x2) represents 
a surface of minimal area, one would expect that u and Vu approach zero as 
x1 approaches infinity. 
One would further suppose that in any subdomain x1 > X, the surface 
would approximate the plane surface u = 0 more and more closely as Xi 
increases. We shah prove here that this is, in fact, the situation. Specifically, 
in this note, we shall show that if one makes the a priori assumptions that u 
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and Vu decay to zero as x, -+ 00 and that the second derivatives are no larger 
than l/h, then u and all its derivatives must decay exponentially as x,/h -+ co. 
In fact, we shall prove a more general theorem of which this result will then 
be a corollary. The proof will use techniques similar to those employed in 
[2, 31. 
The main theorem may be considered as one of a class of spatial decay 
theorems for partial differential equations (see [2-g]), also known as 
Phragmen-Lindelof Theorems when the equations are elliptic, as in [3, 8). 
Extensions of the main theorem are also discussed. 
2. GENERAL NOTATION 
Index notation will be used for partial differentiation; that is 
av 
V>k = ax, 
with all indicies assuming the values 1 and 2. The summation convention is 
followed so that a repeated index in the same term is to be summed over all 
values of the index. 
3. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. Let u = u(xI , x2) be a solution of the partial differential 
equation 
u ,kk = CiimnU~iU~jUmnn P (3.1) 
where ciimn is a constant, in the semi-infinite strip D: 
k ! xz)h > 0, h > x2 > 01, 
which is equal to zero on the sides x2 = 0 and x2 = h. Suppose that, throughout D, 
for some a > 0, 
IU,kl <&<I, (3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
Then, for every nonnegative integer p, there exists a positive number E = c(p) 
such that h/a < E implies that u and all derivatives of u of order m < p decay 
exponentially as x,/h + f co. 
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4. PRELIMINARIES TO THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We shall now give some preliminary definitions and some basic lemmas 
which will be needed in the proof. 
The symbols 0, and o, will be used to represent orders of magnitude 
according to the convention used by John [lo] and the present author [2, 31. 
The statement A = O(B) says that there exists a constant k, which may 
depend upon cijmn , but not on h or a, such that 1 A 1 < k / B 1 . 
The symbol o is used here only in conjunction with 0 and the expression 
A = O(B) + o(C) is defined to mean that there exists a function y(k) which 
is independent of h and a, such that lim,,, y(k) = 0 and, for all k sufficiently 
large, 
I A I < k I B I + y(k) I C I . 
The following relations are easily established from those definitions and 
will be used through the proof. 
A = O(B) and B = O(C) =s- A = O(C), (4.1) 
A = O(B) + o(C) and C = O(D) a A = O(B) + o(D), (4.2) 
A = O(B) and B = O(C) + o(D) =s A = O(C) + o(D), 
(4.3) 
A = O(B) + o(A) => A = O(B) (4.4) 
AB = O(A2) + o(B2) (4.5) 
Equation (4.5) follows from the inequality 
2AB ,< kA2 + $ B2, 
which is valid for all positive k. 
We shall next define two functions of x1 which also depend upon two 
positive parameters [ and A: 
when I Xl - t I < *A, 
when I$-El >A. 
Yf,A(xl) is monotonic when &A < ( x1 - [ I < h and is infinitely differentiable 
everywhere. 
%A(Xl) = 1;; ;g / ;; 1; 1; ;; 
The following inequalities hold for all x 
%A@l) G Y&l) < f&*,(4 < ~~,,&I) G 1. (4.6) 
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Also, 
(4.7) 
and it is easily shown that 
Lastly, we note that (3.2a) and the homogeneous Dirichlet data for u at 
xa = 0 and x2 = h imply that u itself is uniformly bounded in D and we 
define 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In the following, E will be held fixed at some value [ > 2”a and we write 
YA(q) = Yt,A(~J and H,(q) = HC,A(~,), suppressing until later the depend- 
ence on 5. 
We now multiply (3.1) by Ya2u and integrate over D: 
ss ya2uu,kk = Cijnn ij Yak4 a -u >z ,j ,mn . (4.10) D D 
(Until stated otherwise, all integrations will be over the domain D and 
An integration by parts in (4.10) yields 
J 
Ya2~,k~,k = - 2 YI,‘YI,uu,I - Cifkl 
JJ Y~‘UU,iUyjU,mn 
Now, 
JJ YaY;uu,, = 0 (jjYWj + 0 (jjY341') 
= 0 (-& jjKu2) -t 0 (jjYa2%kU,k) .
Since / uu,,, 1 < h/a, we have that 
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Thus, 
and if h/a is sufficiently small, then 
ss ya2%ku,k = 0 (6 j-/Hau2j . (4.15) 
We shall next proceed to obtain estimates for the second order derivatives 
of u. We differentiate (3.1) with respect to x1 and obtain 
u ,kkl = CijmnU,iU~jU,,,l + (%nn + Cjiwn) U,jU,ilU,mn (4.16) 
Multiplying (4.16) by ?Pa u,r and integrating over D, we obtain, with the 
aid of integration by parts, and the fact that Ya2u,r is zero on the boundary 
of D, 
.cc y/a2u,klu,kl = 
(4.17) 
ya2u,klu>kl = 
+ 2cijmn JJ yayaru~1u~iu~ju~7nn + Ci?nm ~Jya%iUd411Umwa 
+ (Cijwkn + Cjinm) jjy62u~lu~~u~iluwnn * (4.18) 
Now, 
ss yI,ya’%l~,11 = 0 (jjYh2%I’) + 0 (jjy%) , (4.19) 
and, with the aid of relations (4.1)-(4.8), 
JJ YL2u 2 - 71 - -211 Ya’Y&u,, - JJ K2w11; (4.20) 
ss ‘C-u,; = O(K2u2) + 0 (j-jYz2u,;“) + 0 (--& j-@u’) + 0 (j--Y&,:,); 
(4.21) 
JJ Ti2u,,” = 0 (-$ jjHau2) + 0 (jjK%) . 
(4.22) 
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The second, fourth, and fifth terms on the right side of (4.18) are all 
O(h2/a2 ss u ,mn~,,,J, while, for the third term, we have 
J YaYa’ww,iU,mn = 0 (jjyI:“‘d) + W&%i2u,i2u,kn), (4.23) 
and, noting (4.22), we obtain 
ss Yla~a’f4I%iw4m 
= 0 (f jjf4u4) + 0 (jj Yl,“u,t) + 0 [ii,” jj K%mnumn] . (4.24) 
Combining these estimates with (4.17), we obtain 
11 yla2%?&kl 
= 0 (f jj H&8) + 0 ($ jjw4mnu,m,) + 0 ( jj~a2u,m,u,mn) * 
(4.25) 
All second derivatives are estimated by (4.25) except u,22 . To obtain an 
estimate for u,22 , we return to (3.1) and see that 
U ,222 = W,121) + 0 (5 %nnU,mn) * (4.26) 
This, combined with (4.25) yields 
11 ~a2%r&m* = 0 (f jjH,u’) + 0 ($ jj~a2~,,,~,,n) , (4.27) 
and, again if h/a is sufficiently small, 
J’s 
Y,% wnnUv7nn = 0 (f jjiQ2) . (4.28) 
We now wish to estimate the third derivatives of II. We differentiate (3.1) 
twice with respect to x1 , multiply the resulting expression by Yau,ll, which is 
equal to zero everywhere on the boundary of D, integrate by parts, and 
proceed in a manner similar to what was done above. We obtain 
JJ yl,2%llk%llk = 0 ($ jjfLw4i~) 
= 0 (-g jjEz&2) + 0 ( jjYa2u,jj&ijkj . (4.29) 
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In order to estimate the term sjHa u .u . . ,%?,23 , we use the relation (4.6) to 
obtain 
and, then, from (4.28), 
Combining (4.29) and (4.31), we obtain 
We estimate the other third derivative terms by differentiating (3.1) first 
with respect to x1 and then with respect to x2 . This gives 
U ,221 = -%111 + Cijma(U~iU~iUwnn),l (4.33a) 
u >222 = -",112 + Cijmn(U~iU~&mn)~2 (4.33b) 
from which we obtain 
ji Ya2U,221cU,24k = 0 (l’s Y3d411k~ + 0 ( jjw,ijk~,ijb) * (4.34) 
Then, by combining (4.32) and (4.34), we have 
Using the same type of procedures as above, we obtain estimates for higher 
order derivatives of the form 
ss yla2u,ili2 ,...,%I I %2 . . ..G = o (& jjH2+z$) , r = 2,3,4...,P :42;6, 
and, from (4.6) we may now write 
Here, we have reintroduced the parameter [ > 2pa, which had been tempo- 
rarily suppressed. 
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From the integral estimates (4.37), we shall now obtain pointwise estimates 
for u and the first p derivatives of u via Sobolev’s lemma. A form of the 
lemma sufficient for our purposes is that, if ZI(X~ , xa) is a twice continuously 
differentiable function of x1 and xa defined in a circular segment S of side d 
and angle w with vertex (xr”, xzo), then 
(For a proof, cf. [I 1, Vol. 21). 
We shall now apply (4.38) at the point ([, xa) with d = &z and 
w = arc tan(2h/a). Then, for sufficiently small h/a, we have 
1 v(t, %,)I2 < ; [$ jjs v2 + ss, %kv,k + $jL %k%ik] 7 (4.39) 
and 
1 v('t, x2)? = ;o (jjHa,2vzj + f o (jjHa,2v,kv,,j 
(4.40) 
+ ; 0 (jjf&,2v,ikv,ik) * 
Replacing v in (4.40) by u,+~ ,,,_, iY , where r <p, we obtain 
%i@, ,...,i,(L x2) %iliZ,...,Z7 (t9 x2) = & 0 (jjHa12U,ilia,...,i?~~~~~,...,~~j 
+ + 0 (jj%2%, ,..., i,rn%ili2 ,..., i,m) 
+ $0 (j~Ho~tU~il~2 ,..., +nnU+iz ,..., +mn) . 
(4.41) 
Then, from (4.37), 
and so 
u 
%liz,...,i,(% > x2) = 0 7 9 ! 1 for x1 > 211a, r = 1, 2, 3 )..., p. (4.43) 
In particular, we see that 
%c(% > 4 = 0 g, 9 
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when x1 > 2pa and since 
U(Xl 3 x2> = 0 ($ u) , 
when x1 > 2”a. 
Thus, starting with the fact that 1 u 1 is bounded by 15’ in D, we see that 
there exists a constant M which depends on p, but is independent of h and a, 
such that 
(4.45) 
in DZPa , the subdomain of D in which xi > 2Pa. 
We now repeat the arguments used above in Dzna . In this subdomain the 
same differential equation and boundary conditions at xa = 0 and xa = h 
are still applicable. The original a priori bounds are also valid, except that 
the bound for u is improved (smaller) if M(h/a) < 1; that is, in Dspa , we 
have M(h/a) U as an upper bound for 1 u(xl , ~a)1 in place of U. Therefore, 
this time we obtain 
I 4x1 , x2)1 < (M$)’ u; 
x1 > 2P+la 
(4.46a) 
I %lil,...,i,(% 3 2 x)1<(M$$), r=1,2 )...) p. (4.4613) 
Further repetition of these arguments leads to the conclusion: 
Iu(x1 > x2)1 < @fyi1 7Jr, (4.47a) 
x1 > 2%a, 
I %iliZ,...,i,(X1 3 x2)1 < [(Mf)n;], Y = 1,2 I..., p (4.47b) 
with M(h/a) < 1, which implies exponential decay of u and its first p 
derivatives as xl/h + + co. 
5. EXTENSIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We may consider a generalization of (3.1) of the form 
%kk - Cikmn (5.1) 
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where here the coefficient ciimn is not a constant, but depends upon x, , x2, u. 
If ciKmsE is sufficiently differentiable and a priori bounds are imposed on 
cilcmn and its derivatives throughout D, then a theorem corresponding to the 
main theorem can be established in the same manner as was done above. In 
the main theorem, 6 depends on p and the constant coefficients ciklnn . In 
the case of (5.1), E depends on p and the a priori bounds for cikmn and the 
derivatives of cikmn . 
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